
4/28/71 

Js, Paul, Gary only, 

Going out to the drug store for a waiting eresceiption, then walking through the lung shoeeing center, the first time out today, did us sone good. Before retiring, there are a few things I want to add to you only. 

The meeting I couldn't keep today was with Jesse Jackson. Conyers arranged it, indefinitely, had a secretary phone, but couldn't se a. time. I said that given one hour to complete what I was into and 	hours to eet there, I could, if thee could phone back to make a date. Otherwise, I'd take until about 3;30 and could. be there. five. When Jim left at four, my phone stayed busy*  not on my initiative,. so i they celled, tnee could not reach me. this is one I wanted, and it was coed of Conyers to teke the ieitiative, the fioet such thing any black but one has done to date. 

I leave for NY Saturday instead of Sunday, for a Saturday-night meeting ,pith some members of the Barlem Writers' Guild, 

As with Garrison, this latest thing eith Bed. inevitably, 'All worsen our relationship To date it has been a drag on re, taking enormous time and yeilding nothing. For all their manpower and money, they have produced nothing and have blown much. The conditiune I stipulated will  gall Bud, both on the imeediate and on the return of everything from me. I think it as foolish as with JG to expect him to change, to even thing about it except in tee mo of self justification. They are all noble, pure in purpose, hence above and beyond criticism. Yet I did not force a full rupture. That will be up to him. I did make clear no more broken dates, no more cooling ny heels waitinee no more of the stefe that has been going on behind my back (but reaching ey front), end no more stupidities like this. 1  have new proved that collectively they are ignorant and without basic nrderstanding of either fact of the political realities. This will be as unwelcome as it is beyon4 question - if they listen to Jim, who mede full notee, point by point. I maid I remained ready to go over anything they do, but not after it is finished, ever agnin. In every case, without exception, thee have turned out erroneous stuft that in no case need have been, I've blundered into and frustrated a few, but not all. And I made it clear that after the fact I had no interest in anything, not when it eras, too late, ever again. And mean it. The inevitable remit, I know from the pant, will not be aperociation for haves waved Itim  from disaster, albeit at the cost of face. or will it be regret for net havieg done what Jim tried to get them to do, have me go over it first. Inevitably+  it will be rancor and mare dislike* 

There via'_ be no lose for ele, or for us. They are ignorant, oeinionated, captive of irrational preconceptions, aelfigh.and have yielded nothing of wane. They have no coneeet of what cooperation is, save ao Garrison understood it, he owned eveseLhine and everybody,. ineleninginquestionIng agreement with the fluetnatine wrhi s. Bob's expensive ransackiee of the Archives has: yielded eothiag of which I know and nothirg that I knew was sent to anyone with the knowledge and sense to use it. Som,they ar no more than a:neater liability. If I shudder to consider what the next insanity will be, I will not be living it, which le worse. Only Gary, who had a slight dose of New Orleans, can be ein to ieagire what t mean. in a sense I feel much relieved. 

Sprague required a little attention for what even for him is an enormous and dangerous stupidity. Ile thanked me for it (as his wife. did erivately), thought it over, decided to take offense, and may be up to a mass mailing. I couldn't care less, and he is beyond the pale. There is no prospect of rationali#. The more I am separated from such nuts the fewer strains on my peace of mind, the fewer wastes of my time. Garrison brought out the Borst in the worst and gave them a sense of dignity, belonging and self.,,rigtiteonsness, BW 


